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DRAFT BILLS AND RESEARCH REPORTS TO IMPLEMENT
SRI LANKA'S 1987 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT DEVOLVING
GREATER POWERS TO THE PROVINCES

Drafted by teams of Sri Lankan government officials
during the 1998 Boston University Program for
Legislative Drafting for Democratic Social Change

as part of the UNDP-Sri Lankan Project to strengthen Sri Lankan
provincial drafting capacity while preparing priority legislation
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Land Alienation in North Central Province
drafted by R.A. Thilakaratne (North Central Provincial
Council) and W.A. Jayasundera (Sri Lankan Institute for
Development Administration

Private Hospitals in Northwestern Province
drafted by S.M. Dassanayake (Northwestern Provincial Council)
and K.J. Ratnayake (Legal Draftsman's Office, Colombo)

Prevention of Child Abuse in Central Province
drafted by M.B. Ekanayake (Central Provincial Council) and
L.P. Wijesinghe (Southern Provincial Council)

Protection and Maintenance of Roads of Uva Province
drafted by L.M.P. Lankadikara and J.G.A. Wijedasa (Uva
Provincial Council), and D.S.H. Kumarajeewa (Legal
Draftsman's Office, Colombo)

Improvement of Bus Passenger Service in Western Province
drafted by A.H. Gamage (Western Provincial Council), A.M.
Aniflebbe (Northeastern Province), and T. Tharmalingam (Legal
Draftsman's Office, Colombo)

To Improve the Control of Patents
drafted by V. Vimalakulan (Legal Draftsman's Office, Colombo)

To Regulate the Insurance Industry
by T. Tharmalingam and K.J. Ratnayake (Legal Draftsman's
Office, Colombo)
The bills and reports included here remain in draft form. No doubt, in light of new facts and ideas provided in the discussions and workshops they will have with their colleagues and the relevant stakeholders on their return home, the drafting teams will revise them. These represent only a step towards final drafts.